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Abstract

The renormalisation method of Kanatani is intended to
find the minimisers of cost functions of a certain form. As
such, it has applicability to a wide spectrum of computer
vision problems that may be couched in these terms. How-
ever, despite its sophistication, the method of Kanatani has
been slow to gain broad acceptance, perhaps because of
the complexity of its original derivation. In this paper we
present an alternative and simpler treatment of this impor-
tant method.

1 Introduction

Many problems in computer vision are readily formu-
lated as the need to minimise a cost function with respect
to some unknown parameters. Such a cost function will of-
ten involve covariance matrices characterising uncertainty
of the data and will take the form of a sum of quotients
of quadratic forms in the parameter. Finding the values of
the parameters that minimise such a cost function is often
difficult.

One approach to minimising a cost function repre-
sented as a sum of fractional expressions is attributed to
Sampson. Here, an initial estimate is substituted into
the denominators of the cost function, and a minimiser
is sought for the now scalar-weighted numerators. This
procedure is then repeated with the newly obtained esti-
mate until convergence is obtained. It emerges that this
approach is biased. Noting this, Kanatani developed the
renormalisation method that aims to undo these biasing
effects.

The renormalisation method has been slow to gain wide
acceptance in the vision community, perhaps due to the
complexity of the mathematics associated with the original
presentation. In this paper we present a simplified account
of the method. It should be noted that we are not here
concerned with other aspects of Kanatani’s theory, such as
how the cost function is derived using principle of maxi-
mum likelihood, or how we may obtain error bounds on
the accuracy of estimates obtained.

We commence with a description of the class of prob-
lems to which renormalisation is applicable.

2 A class of problems
Suppose we have an item of data x = (x1; : : : ; xk) that

constitutes an observation of some underlying ‘true’ value
x = (�x1; : : : ; �xk). The item of data might represent, for
example, the measured locations of corresponding points
acquired from a stereo pair of images. Suppose also that
each true value is subject to the equation

�Tu(x) = 0; (1)

where � = [�1; : : : ; �l]
T is a vector representing unknown

parameters, and u(x) = [u1(x); : : : ; ul(x)]
T is a vector

with it argument transformed in such a way that: (i) each
component is a quadratic form in the compound vector
[xT ; 1]T , (ii) one component of u(x) is equal to 1. For
some scalar-valued function  , let

 (�) = 0 (2)

be an ancillary constraint that may also apply, but which
does not involve the data.

Our class of estimation problems can now be stated as
follows: Find �, satisfying (2), which “best fits” the data
(x1; : : : ;xn). This problem statement will be formalised
in the following sections.

2.1 An example problem
Conic fitting is a classical problem of the above type

[2, 10]. A point y = [y1; y2]
T lies on a particular conic if

ay21 + by1y2 + cy22 + dy1 + ey2 + f = 0 (3)

for some real numbers a; b; c; d; e not all simultaneously
zero. We can group together the coefficients a; b; c; d; e; f ,
obtaining the vector of parameters

� = [a; b; c; d; e; f ]T : (4)

If, adopting the terminology of Meer [7], we introduce the
vector of basis functions or carriers

u(y) = [y21 ; y1y2; y
2

2 ; y1; y2; 1]
T ; (5)

then equation (3) can be rewritten as

�Tu(y):



The conic itself is therefore defined as the set of all points
y such that �Tu(y) = 0.

Assume that we have measured data points
(x1; : : : ;xn) to which we wish to fit a conic. If
n = 5 then we can solve the five equations �Tu(xi) = 0
algebraicly to determine �. If n > 5, however, then it is
unlikely that all the measured points will lie exactly on any
particular conic. This is because the measurement process
introduces noise into the data. The noise introduced into
the data, and the fact that n > l, result in the system of
equations �Tu(xi) = 0 being overdetermined. Given that
there is no algebraic solution to the problem, we want to
select the � representing the conic which, in some sense,
best fits the data. A means by which such a � may be
selected is given in Section 4.2.

Among the other problems to which the renormalisa-
tion technique is applicable are estimating coefficients of
the epipolar equation [5], and estimating coefficients of
the differential epipolar equation [3, 9], each involving an
ancillary cubic constraint. The precise way in which these
example problems accord with the our problem form is de-
scribed in [4].

3 Cost Functions and Estimators
A vast class of techniques for solving our problem rest

upon the use of cost functions measuring the extent to
which the data and candidate estimates fail to satisfy (1).
If—for simplicity—one sets aside the ancillary constraint,
then, given a cost function J = J(�;x1; : : : ;xn), a cor-
responding estimate b� is defined by

J(b�) = min
� 6=0

J(�;x1; : : : ;xn):

Cost functions such as J(�;x1; : : : ;xn) are often capa-
ble of accepting covariance matrices characterising uncer-
tainty of the data. It is, however, quite possible to proceed
without such information by assuming equal variances for
all the variable elements of the data vectors.

3.1 Ordinary Least Squares Estimator
A straightforward estimator is the minimiser of the cost

function

JOLS(�;x1; : : : ;xn) =
nX

i=1

�TAi�

k�k
;

where Ai = u(xi)u(xi)
T : Here the numerator of each

summand is �TAi�, which is the square of the algebraic
distance k�Tu(xi)k. The denominator merely ensures
that the cost function is homogeneous in �. So, for our
conic fitting example, the algebraic residual for a particu-
lar data point xi is just the absolute value of equation (3)
for that point divided by the magnitude of �. The degree
to which a candidate conic � fits the data is thus measured
by the sum of the squares of these algebraic residuals.

The � for which JOLS is minimal is termed the ordinary
least squares (OLS) estimate and is denoted b�OLS. It is
uniquely determined, up to a scalar factor, by an eigenvec-
tor of

Pn

i=1Ai associated with the smallest eigenvalue.

4 Weighted Least Squares
Kanatani’s renormalisation method aims at minimising

cost functions of a particular form. These cost functions
can be derived in several ways, but the result can be seen
as being similar to the ordinary least squares cost function
outlined above, with the addition of a weighting for each
data point. For this reason they are labeled as weighted
least squares cost functions.

4.1 A model of the data
We regard the data (x1; : : : ;xn) as a sample value

taken on by an aggregate of vector-valued random vari-
ables (x1; : : : ; xn). Each of these vector valued random
variables xi is taken to be centred on the true value x i

satisfying �Tu(xi) = 0. We also assume that the data
come equipped with a collection (�x1 ; : : : ;�xn) of pos-
itive definite k � k covariance matrices. These matrices
constitute repositories of prior information about the un-
certainty of the data. The random variables (x 1; : : : ; xn)
thus satisfy

E [xi] = xi and E
�
(xi � xi)(xi � xi)

T
�
= �xi : (6)

If covariance information is not available then default ma-
trices �xi can be manufactured by setting the diagonal
elements corresponding to the measured elements of the
data vectors xi to 1. For our conic fitting problem the
manufactured covariances would be�xi = diag(1; 1).

4.2 The Mahanalobis Distance
Using the explicit form of the probability density func-

tions involved, one can show that the maximum likelihood
estimate is the parameter b�ML at which the cost function

JML(�;x1; : : : ;xn) =

nX
i=1

(xi � xi)
T��1xi (xi � xi)

attains a minimum [4, 6]. Each term in the above sum-
mation represents the squared Mahalanobis distance be-
tween the measured location xi and its true location xi.
Note that the minimiser of the cost function b�ML remains
unchanged if the covariance matrices are multiplied by a
common scalar.

4.3 Weighted Least Squares Cost Function
Unfortunately the function JML(�;x1; : : : ;xn) does

not lend itself to explicit calculation. We can derive a good
approximation to JML, however, in the form of the func-
tion

JWLS(�;x1; : : : ;xn) =

nX
i=1

�TAi�

�TBi�
: (7)



where matrix Ai is as described above and B i defined
as B(xi;�xi) = @xu(xi)�xi@xu(xi)

T . The matrix
@xu(y) is defined by

(@xu(y))ij =
@ui

@xj
(y):

The JWLS-based estimate of � will be called the weighted
least squares (WLS) estimate and will be denoted b�WLS.
The renormalisation method was designed to solve pre-
cisely this cost function.

5 Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares
Scheme

Sampson [8] proposed a scheme aiming to minimise a
cost function involving fractional expressions. Although
Sampson’s work did not incorporate covariances, his algo-
rithm is readily applicable to cost functions such as JWLS.
Using Sampson’s method an initial estimate is substituted
into the denominators of the expression and a minimiser
is sought for the now scalar-weighted numerators. This
process is then repeated on the basis of this minimiser.

Let

M� =

nX
i=1

Ai

�TBi�
(8)

and let

J 0WLS(�; �;x1; : : : ;xn) = �
TM��:

For simplicity, we abbreviate J 0
WLS

(�; �;x1; : : : ;xn) to
J 0
WLS

(�; �). Sampson’s method takes an estimate �k�1
and generates an update �k by minimising the cost func-
tion � 7! J 0

WLS
(�;�k�1). It is for this reason that Samp-

son’s method is labeled the iteratively reweighted least
squares (IRWLS) scheme. Sampson’s method takes b�OLS
for its initial estimate �0, so, assuming that the sequence
f�kg converges, the iteratively reweighted least squares
estimate is defined as b�IRWLS = limk!1 �k. The IR-
WLS scheme is summarised in Figure 1.

6 The renormalisation scheme

Unfortunately the IRWLS sequence limk!1 �k does
not, in general, converge to b�WLS. An estimator is said to
be biased if the expected value of the estimator is not the
minimiser of the associated cost function. We now show
the method by which renormalisation aims to counter the
bias in the IRWLS scheme.

Let (x1; : : : ; xn) be vector-valued random vari-
ables centred on (x1; : : : ;xn) with covariances
(�x1 ; : : : ;�xn). These random variables have a
probability distribution satisfying equation (6). Noting
that (x1; : : : ;xn) satisfy equation (1) for some �, let

1. Set �0 = b�OLS.

2. Assuming that �k�1 is known, compute the
matrixM�k�1 .

3. Compute a normalised eigenvector of
M�k�1 corresponding to the smallest (non-
negative) eigenvalue and take this eigenvector
for �k.

4. If �k is sufficiently close to �k�1, then ter-
minate the procedure; otherwise increment k
and return to Step 2.

Figure 1: Iteratively reweighted least squares scheme.

� = (�;x1; : : : ;xn) denote the parameterisation of our
distribution. Form the following random version ofM �

M� =
nX

i=1

1

�TB(xi;�xi)�
A(xi)

with ‘true’ value

M� =

nX
i=1

1

�TB(xi;�xi)�
A(xi):

In view of (1), A(xi)� = 0; for each i = 1; : : : ; n,
so M�� = 0 and further �TM�� = 0: On the other
hand, since each rank-one matrix A(x i) is non-negative
definite, and since also each B(xi;�xi) is non-negative
definite M� is non-negative definite. As the A(x i) are
independent, M� is generically positive definite, with

E

h
�TM��

i
> 0:

6.1 Removing the bias
Kanatani [6] developed a renormalisation method

whereby an attempt is made at each iteration to undo the
bias in �TM��. Many examples may be found in the lit-
erature of problems benefiting from this approach.

Using Kanatani’s method, the bias in �TM�� can be
removed by forming the matrix

nX
i=1

�TA(xi)� � E

h
�TA(xi)�

i
�TB(xi;�xi)�

: (9)

The terms E

h
�TA(xi)�

i
can be calculated explicitly.

There is a matrix-valued function (x;�) 7! D(x;�), to
be specified later, such that, for each i = 1; : : : ; n,

E

h
�TA(xi)�

i
= �TD(xi;�xi)�:



The unbiasedM� can be written as

Y� =

nX
i=1

A(xi)�D(xi;�xi)

�TB(xi)�
: (10)

The random matrixY� is a raw model for obtaining a fully
deterministic modification ofM �. For each i = 1; : : : ; n,
let Di =D(xi;�xi): Guided by (10), we take

Y � =
nX

i=1

Ai �Di

�TBi�
(11)

for a modifiedM �. Somewhat surprisingly, the definition
of D in equation (9) turns out not to be satisfactory. As
Kanatani has pointed out, the problem is that while theA i

do not change when the �xi are multiplied by a common
scalar, the Di do change. A properly designed algorithm
employing a modified M � should provide estimates that
remain intact when all the �xi are multiplied by a com-
mon scalar. This is especially important if we aim not only
to estimate the parameter, but also to evaluate the good-
ness of fit. Therefore further change to the numerators of
the fractions forming Y � is necessary.

The dependence of D(x;�) on � is fairly complex.
To gain an idea of what needs to be changed, it is in-
structive to consider a simplified form of D(x;�). A
first-order (in some sense) approximation to D(x;�) is,
as it turns out, the matrix B(x;�) defined above. The
dependence of B(x;�) on � is simple: if � is multi-
plied by a scalar, then B(x;�) is multiplied by the same
scalar. This suggests that we introduce a compensating
factor c(�;x1; : : : ;xn), or c(�) in short, with the prop-
erty that if the�xi are multiplied by a scalar, then c(�) is
multiplied by the inverse of this scalar. With the help of
c(�), we can form, for each i = 1; : : : ; n, a renormalised
numerator �TAi� � c(�)�TBi� and can next set

Y � =

nX
i=1

Ai � c(�)Bi

�TBi�
=M� � c(�)N�; (12)

whereM � is given in (8) andN � is defined by

N� =

nX
i=1

1

�TBi�
Bi:

The numerators in (12) are clearly scale invariant.
We require Y � to be unbiased, which implies that

�TY �� = 0 and therefore that

c(�;x1; : : : ;xn) =
1

n

nX
i=1

�TAi�

�TBi�
=
�TM��

�TN��
: (13)

It is obvious that c(�) thus defined has the property re-
quired of a compensating factor. Moreover, this form of

c(�) is in accordance with the unbiasedness paradigm. In-
deed, if we form the random version of c

c(�; x1; : : : ; xn) =
1

n

nX
i=1

�TA(xi)�

�TB(xi;�xi)�
;

then, insofar as E

h
�TA(xi)�

i
= �TB(xi;�xi)�, we

have, abbreviating c(�; x1; : : : ; xn) to c(�),

E [c(�)] = 1 (14)

and further

E

"
nX

i=1

�TA(xi)� � c(�)�TB(xi;�xi)�

�TB(xi;�xi)�

#
= 0:

We then see that Y� given by

Y� =

nX
i=1

A(xi)� c(�)B(xi;�xi)

�TB(xi;�xi)�

is unbiased, which justifies the design of Y �.
Since, in view of (14), c(�) is equal to 1 in the mean,

the difference between

nX
i=1

�TAi� � c(�)�TBi�

�TBi�

and
nX

i=1

�TAi� � �
TBi�

�TBi�

is blurred on average. Thus the refined renormalisation
based on (12) and (13) is close in spirit to our original
normalisation based on (11).

7 First-order renormalisation scheme
Having undertaken this process of unbiasing, we now

specify a basic renormalisation method. The approach
taken is simply to adopt the iteratively reweighted least
squares scheme presented in Figure 1, but with the matrix
M�k�1 replaced by Y �k�1 , recalling that the latter may
be expressed as

Y �k�1 =

nX
i=1

Ai � c(�k�1)Bi

�k�1
TBi�k�1

; (15)

where

c(�k�1) =
1

n

nX
i=1

�k�1
TAi�k�1

�k�1
TBi�k�1

: (16)

It should be noted that several variations on this scheme
may be proposed. Furthermore, some sophisticated
second-order renormalisation schemes may be derived via
more complicated choices for theD i that arise in equation
(11) [4].



Interestingly, while the renormalisation schemes gen-
erate a good approximation to b�WLS, the minimiser of
JWLS, they do not have b�WLS as their theoretical limit, in
contrast with the fundamental numerical scheme of Cho-
jnacki et al [4]. However, an argument may be mounted
that this is unimportant, given that b�WLS is in itself a first-
order approximation to b�ML, the desired maximum likeli-
hood minimiser, and that the various schemes approximateb�ML equally well in the first-order [1].

8 Experimental Results
The previously derived algorithms were tested on the

conic fitting problem described above. Specifically, the fit-
ting algorithms were applied to contaminated data arising
from a portion of an ellipse. Our tests proceeded as fol-
lows. A randomly oriented ellipse was generated such that
the ratio of its major to minor axes was in the range [2; 3],
and its major axis was approximately 200 pixels in length.
One third of the ellipse’s boundary was chosen as the base
curve, and this included the point of maximum curvature
of the ellipse. A set of true points was then randomly se-
lected from a distribution uniform along the length of the
base curve.

For each of the true points, a covariance matrix was ran-
domly generated in accordance with some chosen average
level of noise � [4]. The true points were then perturbed
randomly in accordance with their associated covariance
matrices, yielding the data points. In general, the noise
conformed to an inhomogeneous and anisotropic distribu-
tion. The error measure chosen represents the sum of the
shortest distances of each true point from the estimated
ellipse.

Figure 2 shows the average error obtained when each
of the methods was applied to 50 sets of perturbed data
for each of 10 different average levels of noise. Each set
of perturbed data contained 60 points generated by the
method described earlier. As would be expected, the re-
sults show that in the face of data contaminated with inho-
mogeneous and anisotropic noise, the OLS method, which
does not make use of uncertainty (covariance) informa-
tion, performs markedly worse than the other schemes.
The IRWLS scheme lags a little behind the renormalisa-
tion scheme (Ren) with extent determined by problem sen-
sitivity. These results were typical across extensive testing.
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